NuID returns data ownership to users with
self-sovereign portable web credentials.

SUMMARY

NuID was founded in 2017, launched a
trustless authentication solution in
2019, and is VC backed.

NuID is supporting The Kii Foundation with the
launch of the utility token Kii. Kii facilitates
transactions in the Nu Identity Ecosystem. The
ecosystem provides services and individuals
with a user-friendly interface to sound
cryptography through identity and
authentication tools based on zero knowledge
proofs.
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Problem:

WHAT IS KII?

NUID ECOSYSTEM

Identity on the web today is broken because authentication is broken. The current identity
model is both centralized and fragmented. Centralized by services each holding large silos of
user identity data and fragmented with users having to separately create identity proﬁles
across every service they interact with. When a silo is compromised, all of the users within are
compromised and each credential theft resulting from a silo’s security breach enables the
next security breach, mass credential theft, and an inevitable perpetual cycle. The current
state of authentication and digital identity prohibits users from having ownership and control
over their own identity online.
Solution:
Trusted digital identity requires a rock solid core for authentication. NuID is building a new
paradigm of digital identity through trustless authentication for services and a portable,
device-agnostic identity model for all users of the web. Individuals will represent their
identities with their zero-knowledge authentication credentials, stored on a public blockchain;
services will deploy the NuID trustless authentication solution. The interplay between
individuals and services will grow a robust Nu Identity Ecosystem which will make the
internet more secure, return data ownership to individuals, and release everyone from the
limitations of the current model of authentication.

SELF SOVEREIGN IDENTITY

Kii

Kii is the transactional utility token at the root of the Nu Identity Ecosystem. Kii is issued and supported by The Kii
Foundation. It will initially be issued as an ERC20 token, but will migrate to the identity-optimized KiiChain in the near
future.
NuID authentication credentials are registered on a distributed ledger / public blockchain. Demand for Kii is determined
by the services that use it to register credentials for their users. Additional demand for Kii will come from other identity
use cases within the NuID ecosystem, including but not limited to: KYC and identity veriﬁcation, certiﬁcate and credential
issuance, healthcare and vaccination records, digitized assets, education credentials, decentralized data storage, and
peer-to-peer identity services.

What
We’ve Built:
The decentralized
zero-knowledge
authentication
solution and API.

TOKENOMICS
Total Supply:

Tokens Available
in Public Sale:

1,000,000,000

200,000,000

Initially
Issued Supply:

TIMELINE

ROADMAP

What
We’re Building:
The Nu Identity
Wallet, which will let
users painlessly and
securely access their
passwords and other
personal info, digital
assets, and
everything else
important from any
device, anytime,
anywhere, without
worrying about
security or trusting
any other party.

Presale through
August* or until
sold out

650,000,000

The Kii Foundation is launching Kii in partnership with
NuID. For information on the ongoing Kii presale or to ﬁnd
details on the public launch, please visit kiichain.org. Public
sale will occur during September of 2022.

US $0.30

TOKEN ALLOCATION
20%
DEVELOPMENT
& OPERATIONS
20%
PUBLIC SALE

10%
DEVELOPMENT
FUND
10%
VERIFICATION
INCENTIVE

25%
KIICHAIN
SUPPORT

10%
PRESALE

5%
TEAM
& EARLY
CONTRIBUTORS

Public Sale September
19-23 2022

HOW TO PURCHASE

KIICHAIN.ORG
NUID.IO

Starting Public Sale Price:

Distribution
& Live Release
following soon after

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
→ Token Sale
→ NuID Whitepaper

→ NuID Trustless Authentication Video
→ NuID FAQ

We'd love to hear from you about all things internet, identity, authentication,
etc. Alternatively join the slack ↗, because that's what we do these days.

Token Disclaimer
This document is for information, illustration, and discussion purposes only. Nothing in this document shall constitute a recommendation, offering, or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities or ﬁnancial instruments of any kind in
any jurisdiction. In particular, the sale of Kii tokens (“Tokens”) referred to in this document is not directed at Excluded Persons (as deﬁned below).
The Tokens are cryptographic utility tokens usable on the Ethereum blockchain and allowing, in the long term, access to the functionalities of the Nu Identity Ecosystem. The Tokens should not be identiﬁed or construed as a security or
ﬁnancial instrument of any kind and potential purchasers should only purchase Tokens for its utility and in such quantities as will actually be used by such purchasers in the foreseeable future.
“Excluded Persons” refers to the following person(s) : (1) a person who is a citizen, domiciled in, resident of, or physically present / located in the United States of America, and any such other jurisdiction that may be determined as
(each an “Excluded Jurisdiction”); (2) a body corporate: (a) which is incorporated in, or operates out of, an Excluded Jurisdiction, or (b) which is under the control of one or more individuals who is/are citizen(s) of, domiciled in, residents
of, or physically present / located in, an Excluded Jurisdiction; and/or (3) an individual or body corporate which is otherwise prohibited or ineligible in any way, whether in full or in part, under any laws applicable to such individual or
body corporate from participating in the sale and purchase of Tokens.

